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historic OE. (^§ 212-13), whence OE. first and third pers.
singular baer, band, &c. The ending of the second pers.
singular would regularly have become -J» (§ 233) in OE.
OS. O.lcel. and Goth.; except after prim. Germanic s, f, h
where it regularly became t (§ 231, Notes), as in Goth,
last, thou didst gather, sldht, thou didst slay, farft (OE.
fearfc), thou needest. This -t became generalized in prim.
Germanic, as Goth. O.lcel. namt, thou tookest. But in
the West Germanic languages the old ending was only
preserved in the preterite-present verbs, as OE. J>earft,
thou needest, scealt, thou shaft, meaht, thou mayest, &c.
See § 539 ff. The third pers. plural ended in the parent
language in -nt (with vocalic n) which regularly became
•un in prim. Germanic (§§ 35, 211). -tin remained in the
oldest OE. and then later became -on, and in late OE. -an
beside -on occurs, whence b»ron, bundon, &c.
§ 482, Pret. subjunctive: The original endings were :
singular -jem, jes, -jet, plural -Im, -ite, -mt, consisting
of the optative element -je-, (-1-) and the personal endings.
Already in prim. Germanic the -i- of the plural was levelled
out into the singular. The new sing, endings -im, -is, -it
would regularly have become -i (§§ 214, 218) in the oldest
OE. The -i would have caused umlaut in the stem-
syllable and then have disappeared after long stems and
have remained (later -e) after short stems. Regular forms
would have been *bynd, *hylp, *fer, &c., but *cyre, *tyge,
&:c. The pi. ending -mt would regularly have become -in
(later -en) with umlaut in the stem-syllable, as *bynden,
*cyren, &c. But real old pret. subjunctive forms have
only been preserved in OE. in a few isolated instances
as in the preterite-presents, dyge, scyle, J>yrfe. In OE,
the old endings of the pres.'subjunctive came to be used
for the preterite some time before the operation of i-
umlaut, This accounts for the absence of umlaut in the
pret. subjunctive in OE., as bunde, bunden, &c. Already

